A suite of some dozen programmes written in FORTRAN77 to run on VAX computers using the VMS operating system, and which utilizes a Digital Command Language (DCL) shell to allow it to be menu driven has been in use at the Division of Molecular Biology for about nine months.
INTRODUCTIOK

A software package (MTX) has been written at the Division of Molecular
Biology to assist molecular biologists in analyzing sequences of nucleotides and amino acid residues.
Our aim was to produce a system that would be useful, have some features not available in earlier systems and be easy to use without becoming annoying to the experienced user. In addition MTX has the facility to direct output into a batch mode.
HARDWARE MTX was written and runs on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX
11/750 equipped with 3 Mbytes of memory, floating point accelerator, 456
The source code, together with documentation, will be supplied to those who send a 600 ft 0.5 in. wide magnetic tape. We can only supply tape written at a density of 1600 bpi. Unless requested otherwise the tape will be written as a VAX copy tape, and a command file (MTX.C0M) after minor modifications should allow a usable system to be created on virtually any VAX computer running VMS V4.x. 
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The help facility (6) uses the HELP utility provided In VMS, and accesses a file derived from the manual (MTX.DOC).
All the analyses allow windowing (the designation of sub-sequences) and 
